Greater Whitewater Lake Property Owners’ Association
(GWLPOA)
Fall 2020 Annual Meeting Held August 22, 2020
Fuzzy Pig Barn, Whitewater,WI
Officers Present: Vice President Elaine Florczak, Secretary Pat Koppelman,
Directors Present: Diane Carlson, Bernie Labovitch
Vice President Elaine Florczak brought the Annual Meeting to order at 10:24. This
meeting constitutes the Annual Meeting of GWLPOA for 2020. Both the acceptance of
the Annual 2019 Minutes as emailed as well as the acceptance of the 2020 Balance Sheet
indicating $5,077 in the bank were made by Val Veseley and seconded by Tom
Koppelman. Elaine indicated that thankfully our membership is still growing and that in
2020 the membership was 292 which is the highest membership we have ever had.
Cynthia Gruenwald thanked the GWLPOA for working so hard to keep the membership
growing and involved. People remaining clapped agreement.
The following events took place with the COVID challenge: Three pontoon parties so far
with attendance of at least four boats with about 20 people; the golf outing at
Willowbrook Golf Course with an attendance of at least 40 people, eating in and out and
takeouts; and Music on the Lake on July 20 attended by over 350 people. Several of our
outings, including our Trivia originally planned for September were cancelled due to the
COVID but we hope the next two bands on August 29 and September 12 will help to
keep everyone upbeat and hopeful. Elaine asked for ideas for future outings and
mentioned that Robert Sivek has offered to pay for and provide a movie on the lake.
Who Knows?
We also published a new directory in 2020 as well as six Newsletters helping to keep
people informed about what is happening on the Lake.
The following member were accepted onto the 2021 Board of Directors: Lillian Roy,
Elaine Florczak, Carol Marvin, Pat Koppelman, Judy Dern, Bernie Labovitch, Nancy
Lindenmuth, Linda Meyer, Joyce Swartwood, and Linda Anderson.
There were no questions or Open Discussion. Motion to Adjourn at 10:40.

Respectfully submitted,

Patricia Koppelman, Secretary

